O NE P AG E R W H I T E P AP E R

Takafuly: One Marketplace Where Everybody Connects

TKLY Token Distribution
Total Supply

1,500,000,000 Tokens

Airdrop (1:1)

900,000,000 Tokens

Operations

200,000,000 Tokens

Team

200,000,000 Tokens

Reserve

200,000,000 Tokens

EOS Snapshot

From Daily Snapshot

Airdrop Date

Q2 2019

Introduction
Money was introduced to allow people to trade goods and services based on a
trust in the issuing authority. Nowadays, technologies such the internet, Blockchain
and cryptocurrency allowed having ways for people to work together in a
decentralized and peer-to-peer approach. Takafuly is all about where the
community can share their services and exchange those services and products
without the need for money and the intermediary.
Takafuly is a platform for sharing economy empowered by cryptocurrency. To
enable wide variety and possibility of service exchange TAKAFULY marketplace is
built with a cryptocurrency to allow cashless exchange of services yet providing
flexibility in offering and using the services.

The problem: a non-transparent and
corporate controlled economy

Entry for many current gig economy platforms is becoming not easy for the users,
and most of these are built for the corporates to grow not considering its user base.
Current gig economy platforms are fully controlled by the corporate owning the
platform and there is where decisions get affected by the corporate directions
that are not in favor of the community but in favor of the corporate. Furthermore,
on these platforms the corporate charges both sides to offer an arbitration
mechanism that is usually biased by the corporate decision for a more profitable
business and ensuring transparency and fairness.

The solution: a decentralized communityowned marketplace
A decentralized
community-owned
marketplace.

Roadmap
Idea & Concept

Q4 2018

Private Community

Q1 2019

Airdrop + Launch on

Users of the platform get incentivized all the way from publishing services to
completing orders and for reviewing and certifying the reputation of others.
Users can perform transactions using different cryptocurrencies, EOS and all EOShosted tokens. TAKAFULY Token is the staking token where all transaction fees
collected will be issued as a dividend to all TAKAFULY holders based on their
share.
The platform is completely owned by the users and even in cases of conflict, the
whole arbitration mechanism is done by no middle man. Our arbitration protocol
ensures fairness toward users and providers and rely completely on the
community to resolve those conflicts.
Our Proof of Arbitration protocol brings some similarity to the EOS protocol with
specific details on how arbitration and appeals can happen. The staked tokens
in addition to a randomization process are utilized to select a jury to perform the
arbitration process.

EOS Jungle Net

Q2 2019

Token Mechanics

Business Partnerships

Q3 2019

A token that puts the platform in the hands of its participants.

PoA Beta Contract

Q3 2019

Payment: Takafuly is a multi-coin platform as users can opt to transact in EOS or

Beta Product Launch

Q3 2019

Dividend: The transaction fee is used to cover platform OPEX in addition to be

Community Building

Q4 2019

End to End Testing

Q4 2019

Security Audit

Q4 2019

Main Product Launch

Q1 2020

any other EOS-hosted token including TKLY token.
issuing a monthly dividend to TKLY holders.

Reward: TKLY holders can opt to register as an arbitrator and selected jurors for
each case will receive an equal percentage of the arbitration fees.

